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INTEGRATED CIRCUITS

Section-A

1. Alt parts are compulsory. write storf answers by giving
proper reasons. (2x10:20)

(a) Sketch the block diagram of op amp IC.

(b) what do you understand by base current compensated

current mirror'?

(c) Drarn, the generaltzedimpedance convertor circuit.

(d) Design a filter to remov e 240l1z hum.

(e) Sketch the cMos logic circuit realization of the

expressi on: Z:
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-T(0 Define Fan in and Fan out of digital logic flmction.

(g) Explain Peak detector.

(h) I)raw the block diagram of VCO.

(i) Drarv the circuit diagram of flash AID converter.

0) An 8 bit D/A converter has v..r: 5 v. what is the output

. voltage when 8,:10110100?

Section-B

Attempt any five parts of the following. [10x5:50]

(a) Explain wilson Mos current mirror and derive the/
expression for output impedance.

(b) How short circuit protection is achieved? Exprain ac

analysis of gain stage of op amp.

(c) Desi-en a second order and fourth order low pass filter
ha'ing upper cut off frequency of 2 kliz. Assume
/1_,U:0.1 pF. /

(d) what do you mean by analog multipliers? Give u.,y t*o '
applications of multiplier.

(e) Design cMos logic circuit that rear ize the EX-OR I

operation. \
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Explain square wave generator. Also derive the expression

of frequency.

I)etermine the frequency and duty cycle for 555 astable

multivibrator output for C: 0.01 pF, Ro: 2 KA and R :
100 KO. Also design astable multivibrator for duty cycle

of 50% rvith same value of capacitor.

Section-C

Attempt any two parts of the following: (15x2--10)

3. Derive the transfer function of High pass,Lorv pass &
Band pass filter form the given KHN filter as shor,vn in

figure.

Assume R,:\:\:\:Rr: R6: R and C,: Cr: C

4. Draw the block diagram of PLL and derive the expression

of

i Lock- in- range

it Capture range
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(b) What is log and antilog amplifier? Why is it called so?

Enlist the disadvantage of simple circuits. Explain modified

temperature compensated circuit for both.


